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“It is better to give than to receive”, a biblical quote we have all heard no matter 
our beliefs, denomination, affiliation or background. As a young child, this may 
be a hard concept to understand as receiving gifts during the holidays is a 
primary focus. Childhood memories consist of writing lists, sending letters, 
tearing through present after present with barely a breath in between. As we 
grow older, the tides turn, and our joy comes from the giving. We are now 
focused on searching for the perfect gift, watching while presents are opened 
and anticipating surprised and joyous faces. During the holiday season, it is 
natural to think of presents when we talk about giving; but giving is so much 
more. It comes from a place deep inside your heart and soul which many believe 
is the true source of happiness. 

Giving does not need to be a grand gesture to have meaning or to profoundly 
affect someone. Start with small actions: give a smile, a compliment to a 
stranger, listen to someone who needs a friend, give some patience, even shovel 
your neighbor’s sidewalk. These small acts are contagious, cost nothing and 
require little time, but their impact can be monumental. 

We are fortunate to work at Fragasso Financial Advisors where giving is part of 
our culture. It is a bond that pulls us together as co-workers and as a firm. We 
are surrounded by peers who share altruistic views no matter how great or 
small. Some examples of how our 48 employees give back are:

• Fragasso Financial Advisors donated and supported close to 100 
organizations over the past 12 months.

• Collectively, our employees volunteer in 35 organizations. 
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• Our full-time employees serve on 25 boards and committees.

• We have contributed to annual holiday gift drives that benefited: 
children of incarcerated parents, battered women and families in need.

• We have conducted clothes drives for various organizations.

• Employees willingly give up accumulated paid time off to fellow 
employees. 

When I speak to my co-workers about their giving experiences, clearly, it is 
better to give than to receive. The enthusiasm and enjoyment that radiates in 
their expressions and stories makes it easy to see why the path of giving is 
chosen. In this issue of The Advisor, you’ll hear from several of our financial 
advisors on the organizations that they support and why.

I believe most people give because they want to support a cause. Even so, if 
there is an added benefit to be had on your tax return, you should take it. Read 
on for advice on the financial benefits of charitable giving along with tax breaks 
and limits. 

Lastly, as we all look forward to this season of thanks and giving, on behalf of all 
of us at Fragasso Financial Advisors, thank you for your trust in us. We are truly 
grateful to have you as our clients and wish you joy, health and happiness 
during this holiday season and throughout the new year. 

C H R I S T I N E  E R I M I A S
c h i e f  f i n a n c i a l  o f f i c e r  a n d  c h i e f  o p e r at i n g  o f f i c e r
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1Barron’s listings are based on data compiled by many of the nation’s most productive advisors, which is then submitted and judged by Barron’s. Key factors and criteria for each award 
include: assets under management, revenue produced for the firm, regulatory and compliance record and years of professional experience.

Rankings and/or recognition by unaffiliated rating services and/or publications should not be construed by a client or prospective client as a guarantee that he/she will experience a 
certain level of results from investment advisory services, nor should it be construed as a current or past endorsement of any of the firm’s clients. Rankings published by magazines, and 
others, generally base their selections exclusively on information prepared and/or submitted by the recognized adviser. Rankings are generally limited to participating advisers. Fragasso 
Financial Advisors never pays a fee to be considered for any ranking or recognition but may purchase plaques or reprints to publicize rankings. 
 

F R A G A S S O  R E C O G N I Z E D  A S  B A R R O N ’ S  
2 0 1 9  H A L L  O F  F A M E  A D V I S O R

Barron’s names Fragasso Financial Advisors’ founder, chairman and  
CEO Robert Fragasso to the list of 2019 Hall of Fame Advisors. 1

The Barron’s Hall of Fame Advisors list honors financial advisors who have been ranked 10 or more 
years on one of the following lists: Barron’s Top 100 Financial Advisors, Barron’s Top 100 Independent 

Advisors or Barron’s Top Women Financial Advisors. Fragasso has consistently been recognized by 
Barron’s since 2007. Most recently in 2018, he was ranked #2 in Western Pennsylvania on both the 

Barron’s Top 100 Financial Advisors and Barron’s Top 100 Independent Advisors lists.1

“Although my name appears on these lists, the effort of the entire  
firm made this milestone achievement possible.”  

said Robert Fragasso, chairman and CEO of Fragasso Financial Advisors, Inc. 
“Their unwavering dedication to our clients and to the growth of the firm  

is inspirational. I also thank our loyal clients for their trust in us.”
Under Robert Fragasso’s leadership, the firm has grown to employ nearly 50  

professionals across five locations in the Pittsburgh region. Fragasso Financial Advisors 
has $1.4 billion under management and non-advisory assets combined.
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The federal tax code exists to collect  
funds to fuel our federal government.  
It also exists to spur tax payers to save, 
invest and spend in ways that benefit our 
society economically. That is why 
mortgage interest is tax deductible, for 
example. So, we may conclude that by 
using the tax code for maximum 
advantage to ourselves, we are also 
furthering our national interests  
as we redirect tax dollars for our own 
beneficial use. Pause for a moment and 
candidly ask yourself if you believe that  
you are maximizing this opportunity. 

We attempt to assist our clients in doing this and are stepping 
up our efforts and resources to assist even more. To clarify, we 
do not do tax returns and we do not strive to be our clients’ 
sole source of tax saving ideas. We work collaboratively with 
a client’s CPA and attorney to spur and implement a variety of 
income and estate tax saving strategies. Here are some of the 
more obvious, but often overlooked or underutilized, tactics. 
None of these are meant to be universal recommendations as 
that must be fashioned within a client’s unique circumstances. 

TAXES ARE HELPING YOU  
to Retire Comfortably

by R O B E R T  F R A G A S S O,  C F P ®,  A I F ®

wealth management | 1
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TAX FREE EDUCATION SAVING WITH 529 PLANS
 
IRS code section 529 plans to fund education expense can turn a taxable account into one that is completely 
tax-free during accumulation and distribution stages, if properly implemented. Often, we see parents and 
grandparents investing for children’s education expense in the full light of taxation instead of using this basic, 
workhorse technique. Grandparents may also fashion an estate tax savings if this is done properly.

TAX FREE BOND INCOME FOR TAXPAYERS IN THE UPPER TAX BRACKETS
 
Bonds must be as actively managed as stocks and deriving a tax-free income stream can add measurably 
to the net return in cases where that is warranted.

MATCHING CAPITAL GAINS WITH CAPITAL LOSSES WHERE AVAILABLE
 
And you don’t have to do that at the same time, as capital losses can be harvested at any time and  
remain available for future matching with gains. This too requires management, and that is what we  
can accomplish for our clients.

UTILIZING INDIVIDUAL SECURITIES RATHER THAN MUTUAL FUNDS  
WHERE APPROPRIATE 

 
This allows for greater control over capital gain distributions vs. the routine gains that may be distributed  
at year end by mutual funds.

Those are straightforward and usually easy to implement when called for, and there are more examples. Beyond 
that, there are many and varied income, inheritance and estate tax saving techniques that can be employed for a 
client’s betterment. This is what we strive to do and have done so for almost a half century. Determining which to 
utilize is accomplished only through comprehensive financial analysis. Planning often starts with our client and 
the client’s financial advisor here, and in collaboration with the client’s CPA and attorney. Talk with us now to find 
how we can help you.

Let’s get together on this and make life all that it can be. f
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by B R I A N N E  K I N G ,  C F P ®,  A I F ®

financial planning | 3

STRATEGIES OF 
CHARITABLE GIVING

DURING THE HOLIDAY SEASON, THE SPIRIT OF GIVING  
CAN SHINE BRIGHTER THAN ANY OTHER TIME OF YEAR.  

Most of us support different charitable organizations with the gift of time, money or both!  
Our gifts, whether large or small, can have a tremendous impact on our community. 

The business of giving has grown quite large. In 2018, Americans gave over  
$427.71 billion in dollars to charity.1 That is a significant transfer of wealth every year.  

Gifts to charity can have enhanced financial benefits to the donor, as well  
if you consider utilizing one of these three strategies for giving. 

1 https://www.nptrust.org/philanthropic-resources/charitable-giving-statistics/
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BUNCHING GIFTS:  
THIS STRATEGY INVOLVES GIVING SEVERAL YEARS OF  
GIFTS AT ONE TIME TO MAXIMIZE YOUR TAX DEDUCTION. 

When the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act was signed into law, it simplified many complicated areas of our 
previous tax code. One of which was to increase the standard deduction for taxpayers and eliminate 
the many itemized deductions that were available. This impacts your charitable deduction on gifts 
because if you are not in the position where your tax deductions are over the standard amount, 
(Married: $24,400, Single: $12,200) you will just elect the standard deduction on your tax return 
regardless if you made any charitable gifts or not. Bunching is a strategy in which you gift multiple 
years of contributions at one time to surpass the standard deduction and take your charitable 
contributions as a tax deduction on your return.

 
GIFTING APPRECIATED SECURITIES:  
THIS STRATEGY IS TO GIFT SECURITIES WITH A LOW-COST  
BASIS DIRECTLY TO CHARITY. 

After a 10-year rise in the stock markets, investors may hold stocks that have appreciated significantly 
since they were purchased. Rather than sell the stock and pay the capital gains tax, which can 
be as high as 23.8% for taxpayers in the top tax bracket, gift the shares directly to a charity. This 
accomplishes a two-step tax reduction strategy for the donor! Charitable organizations benefit from 
tax exempt status. The shares of securities you gift can be sold by the charity tax free. In addition to 
the donor avoiding capital gains tax, they can also take the deduction on the value of the gift up to 
30% of their modified adjusted gross income. 

An alternative to direct gifts that still encapsulates all the benefits of this strategy, is the utilization  
of a Donor Advised Fund. Donor advised funds, or DAF, are a charitable giving vehicle that will allow 
you to gift the appreciated security to the DAF, sell the stock without incurring any capital gains 
tax, take the tax deduction on the value of the gift and diversify proceeds into an asset allocated 
investment that you can make direct gifts from to charities over time. This is an option for people 
who are charitable inclined but may want to maintain the flexibility to change their philanthropic 
intentions over time. 

 
CHARITABLE REMAINDER TRUST (CRT):  
A STRATEGY IN WHICH YOU DONATE APPRECIATED  
SECURITIES TO A CRT AND RECEIVE INCOME FROM THE TRUST.

A charitable remainder trust has similar tax benefits as an outright gift of appreciated securities to 
a charity; however, a charitable remainder trust will allow for you to receive income from the trust 
for life or a period defined by the trust. At the end of the trust, the remaining assets pass onto your 
charity of choice. A CRT is an efficient way to pass on assets to a charity while retaining an interest in 
the gift via the income you receive from the trust. 

1

2

3

There are many ways to fulfill your intentions to make a monetary gift to a charity. We have only 
illustrated a few. Gifts and donation strategies look different for everyone. During this season of giving, 
we look forward to helping you understand the giving option best suited for you and your family. f
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GIVING GIVING with charitable  
and grantor trusts

estate planning | 5

Setting up a charitable or grantor retained trust may sound complicated,  
and most may write this off as something that’s “not for them” because they are  
not naturally charitably inclined. Or, maybe it sounds too intimidating or only for  

those in the upper echelons of wealth. However, when properly executed, a  
remainder trust can be a very practical and strategic tool in an estate plan. 

A CHARITABLE REMAINDER TRUST, as its own entity, is designed to produce an annual income 
stream usually to the person(s) setting it up or, in some cases, to a family member. The income stream can either 
vary with the investment performance of the assets inside the trust or produce the same amount each year for 
the life of the trust, which ends at the death of the grantor. Once the income recipient passes on, or after a preset 
number of years, the remaining amount left in the trust goes to the charity(s) specified in the trust document.  
A “charity” is defined as any 501©(3) organization, and a properly written trust will allow these charitable 
beneficiaries to be altered over the years, if the grantor so desires.  

A charitable remainder trust can essentially accomplish four separate goals: 

1. Setting up a steady income stream for life or for a specified period. 

2. Reducing the amount of your estate. Why would you want to do this? If your estate is projected to grow 
beyond the current Federal Estate threshold for one. It also allows you to gift highly appreciate securities 
into the trust without being subject to paying capital gains. With the trust being the ultimate beneficiary, 
there are no gains involved in rebalancing the assets inside the trust. 

3. You can help one or multiple organizations that mean a lot to you.

4. A charitable deduction is allowed based on the present value of the amount that is gifted into the trust. 
Work with your tax professional to determine that amount.  

by K A R E N  L A P I N A ,  C F P ®,  A I F ®
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with charitable  
and grantor trusts

A GRANTOR RETAINED TRUST 
is another estate planning tool that allows a client/grantor to gift assets to a 
family member at a discounted value. Like the charitable trust, it also pays an 
annual income for the life of the trust. At the end of this specified period, those 
assets go to the designated beneficiary tax-free. If the grantor dies before that 
expiration date, the funds are pulled back into the grantor’s estate. When it’s 
established, a grantor contributes assets but retains the right to receive the 
original value of these assets during the life of the trust. There is also a tax due 
upon set up of the trust. This tax should be significantly less than the potential 
estate taxes when compared to remaining in the grantor’s estate. This is a 
popular planning tool for those with shares in closely held businesses or start-
up companies that are anticipated to grow very quickly.  

HOW DO I KNOW IF THIS IS RIGHT FOR ME? 

Not everyone is a candidate for these trusts. For one thing, you’ll need to be sure that whatever is gifted 
into either type of trust will not negatively affect your overall retirement sufficiency. (i.e. Don’t give up 
today what you may need tomorrow!)  

You might be a good fit if you: 

• Have an estate that is projected to grow beyond the Federal Estate tax ceiling

• Reside in a high current tax bracket

• Have a large portion of securities with a low-cost basis in a non-retirement account

• Would like to help family members now and/or in the future

• Are charitably inclined

• Have a large position in privately held stock 

To learn more about whether a charitable or grantor retained trust  
is a solution for you and your family, please contact your financial advisor at Fragasso. f
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by J E N N A E  B A C K O

 
SUPPORTING our community

special feature | 7

Many of our financial advisors are personally  Many of our financial advisors are personally  
     involved in Pittsburgh’s philanthropic community.     involved in Pittsburgh’s philanthropic community.  

We asked a few of them to share their variety of experiences as board members, volunteers,  We asked a few of them to share their variety of experiences as board members, volunteers,  
donors and committee members. Here are some of their stories:donors and committee members. Here are some of their stories:

BILL WOLFE, CFP®, AIF®
Senior Vice President, Financial Advisor 
North Hills Branch Office

Organization: Circus of Saints and Sinners

Involvement: board member

Years active in the organization: 5 years

Mission: The Circus Saints & Sinners is dedicated to fellowship  
and charitable giving.

Why did you decide to get involved in the program?
I learned about Circus of Saints and Sinners when a client requested 
that I join the organization. The group’s name serves as a metaphor 
with the members—due to their human imperfections—representing 
“sinners,” who strive to be “saints” of mercy by helping those in need.

“I AM PROUD TO  
HAVE ASSISTED IN 

RAISING AND  
DONATING OVER  

$100,000 IN A 5 YEAR 
PERIOD.”
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Supporting a charity comes with more benefits than the tax breaks and publicity alone. Supporting a charity comes with more benefits than the tax breaks and publicity alone. 

Participating in the organization you care about provides for many a sense of purpose Participating in the organization you care about provides for many a sense of purpose 

and togetherness. One distinguishing characteristic about Fragasso Financial Advisors and togetherness. One distinguishing characteristic about Fragasso Financial Advisors 

is our strong emphasis on the community and focus on service. We believe in partnering is our strong emphasis on the community and focus on service. We believe in partnering 

with these organizations to raise awareness about the causes that our clients and employ-with these organizations to raise awareness about the causes that our clients and employ-

ees care about. As a firm, we actively collaborate with organizations in a number of ways, ees care about. As a firm, we actively collaborate with organizations in a number of ways, 

including sponsoring events, program advertisements, volunteering, donation matching including sponsoring events, program advertisements, volunteering, donation matching 

programs and social media awareness posts. programs and social media awareness posts. 

KAREN LAPINA, CFP®, AIF®
Senior Vice President, Financial Advisor 
Downtown Pittsburgh Office

Organization: Familylinks

Involvement: board member

Years active in the organization: 5 years

Mission: Familylinks is one of the region’s largest and 
most comprehensive human-service providers. They serve 
western PA’s most vulnerable citizens, such as women in 
recovery from addiction, children with autism who are 
struggling at school and teenagers who need shelter and 
the chance to find employment and a permanent home.

Why did you decide to get involved in the program?
I was originally asked to be on the Foundation Board of 
Familylinks for my investment expertise. I continue to sit 
on that board and have learned a great deal about the 
organization by attending events they host to promote 
what they do as well as talking to staff and other board 
members.

“IT IS REWARDING 
TO WATCH THE 

SUGGESTIONS AND  
IDEAS THAT I'VE 

BROUGHT TO THE 
TABLE DURING BOARD 

MEETINGS COME TO 
LIFE TO HELP THE 

MANAGEMENT AND 
GROWTH OF THEIR 

ENDOWMENT FUNDS.”
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MICHAEL FERTIG, AIF®
Senior Vice President, Financial Advisor 
Cool Springs Branch Office

Organization: St. Anthony School 

Involvement: board member

Years active in the organization: 5 years

Mission: The St. Anthony School programs provide a moral and 
spiritual formation, an academic course of studies and vocational 
training for students aged 5 to 21 with intellectual disabilities.

Why did you decide to get involved in the program?
After learning about the work they do to assist young people with 
intellectual disabilities, I felt it was important to do whatever I could 
to get this message out and assist them in their mission. I have been 
a proud board member for over 5 years.

Other community involvement:

Organization: The Joey Fabus Childhood Cancer Foundation, Inc.

Involvement: volunteer

Years active in the organization: 5 years

Mission: As a volunteer for the Joey Fabus Childhood Cancer 
foundation, our goal is to raise awareness and resources to 
eventually find a cure for childhood cancer, specifically, DIPG 
(Diffuse Intrinsic Pontine Glioma). 

“IN BOTH CASES,  
THE ABILITY TO ASSIST 

THESE ORGANIZATIONS 
IN FUNDRAISING 

EFFORTS HAS BEEN 
ESPECIALLY REWARDING. 

KNOWING THE WORK  
WE DO CONTRIBUTING  

TO THE CRITICAL 
FUNDING THESE 

ORGANIZATIONS NEED 
TO PURSUE THEIR 

MISSION IS SOMETHING 
EVERYONE SHOULD 

EXPERIENCE.”
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LILIANN MOSER, AIF®
Vice President, Financial Advisor
Downtown Pittsburgh Office

Organization: The Salvation Army

Involvement: board member and volunteer

Years active in the organization: 3 years

Mission: The Salvation Army, an international movement, is an 
evangelical part of the universal Christian church. Its message is 
based on the Bible. Its ministry is motivated by the love of God. Its 
mission is to preach the gospel of Jesus Christ and to meet human 
needs in his name without discrimination.

Why did you decide to get involved in the program?
Paying it forward is the best way to describe the reason I decided 
to get involved with this organization. The Salvation Army gladly 
helps all people in need.

I FIND IT REWARDING 
HELPING FAMILIES 

CREATE THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO 
DISCOVER THEIR  

BEST POTENTIAL AND 
LIVE IT OUT!”
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SECURE YOUR HOLIDAY MEMORIES 

"IN THE CLOUD" 
by N I C O L E  S TA R Z Y N S K I

As a kid, I used to hike up the tallest hill I could find, lay down and
 look up at the clouds. I would spend hours looking up at the sky watching  

the clouds move around. My imagination would run wild. Today, I spend a lot  
of time working “in the cloud”, but it has a entirely different meaning!  

information technology | 11
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SECURE YOUR HOLIDAY MEMORIES 

"IN THE CLOUD" 

Obviously when someone says they store their data in  
the clouds, they do not mean literally up in the sky. The 
“cloud” is a metaphor. Remember decades ago when you 
needed to transfer or save a document, you would have 

to open a floppy disk? That one floppy disk could contain 
an entire company’s important documents. The floppy 
disk eventually evolved into magnetic tapes, compact 
discs, compact flash, zip disks, flash drives, and as the 
Internet grew, the urge for cloud storage emerged. It is 
now the most common storage method.

You are probably asking yourself, "what is the cloud 
anyways?". Think of the cloud like your bank, when 
you need money, you can go to any ATM anywhere to 
withdraw money. The cloud essentially works the same 
way with your documents, photos and videos.

Cloud storage gives you the ability to store documents without a physical storage medium to save them to. No more 
searching for those lost CD’s and flash drives. Storing your documents in the cloud is like having a file cabinet at 
your fingertips no matter where you are, as long as you have access to the internet. It also provides an extra layer of 
security. When your documents are stored on a physical storage device, there is always the potential for the device 
to fail, get stolen, or become damaged or lost. 
 
According to a Google study of hard drive failures, disk drives over a year old have about a 1 in 10 chance of failure  
each year. At this rate, 1 of every 2 drives will fail every 5 years. That’s approximately 140,000 hard drives crash a 
week! 1 

AS STATED IN AN ARTICLE PUBLISHED BY TECH JOURNALIST, MARK GILL,  

VIRUSES AND MALWARE ACCOUNT FOR 35% OF DATA LOSS. 
21% IS CAUSED BY EMAIL ATTACKS AND PHISHING SCAMS. 2  
Does this mean you should stop saving to your laptop or computer? No, but you want to make sure you have 
everything backed up to a secure location and have an updated version of anti-virus to help aide in protecting the 
files you have saved on physical storage. 

Maybe now is the time to evaluate a cloud storage option for your personal use.  There are some reasonably priced 
options available through some of the world’s most reputable companies, such as Amazon. Safely store those 
vacation memories and the new holiday memories that you’ll make in the coming weeks! f

"Any sufficiently advanced technology, is indistinguishable from magic"
- Arthur C. Clarke

While the clouds in the sky are  
endless, constantly transforming as 

they move through the sky, technology 
is synonymous as it is constantly 

transforming, moving and going ways 
we never thought possible. In the 

technology field today, all you hear 
about is the "cloud": cloud computing, 

cloud storage, cloud services and so on.As a kid, I used to hike up the tallest hill I could find, lay down and
 look up at the clouds. I would spend hours looking up at the sky watching  

the clouds move around. My imagination would run wild. Today, I spend a lot  
of time working “in the cloud”, but it has a entirely different meaning!  

1 https://www.backblaze.com/blog/causes-of-data-loss-and-some-statistics/
2 https://www.comparitech.com/data-recovery-software/disaster-recovery-data-loss-statistics/
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WHAT EVERY 
INVESTOR 

SHOULD KNOW ABOUT

S

CORE 
ETF

Satellite- 
Active Mutual 

Funds

Satellite- 
Active Mutual 

Funds

by D A N I E L  J.  D I N G U S,  C F P ®,  A I F ®,  M B A 
 A N D  M I C H A E L  G O D W I N,  C F A
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There are several reasons why ETFs should play a role  
in investment accounts. They offer investors: 

• Broad diversification at an inexpensive price

• Exposure to a multitude of different investment 
themes 

• A more tax efficient way of managing a portfolio

However, there are some drawbacks to ETFs to be  
aware of: 

• Investing passively guarantees the investor  
will underperform their benchmark.

• With so many ETFs to chose from, selecting  
the most appropriate one can be difficult. 

• The large influx of money into ETFs has the 
potential to cause the biggest stocks in those 
investments to become overvalued.

The proliferation of ETFs is primarily due to the inability 
of most mutual funds to outperform their benchmarks, 
net of fees, over the past decade. Our research has 
shown similar results in many asset classes, which is 
why we utilize ETFs as core positions to gain market 
exposure while employing mutual funds to add alpha  
in less efficient asset classes. 

Even though ETFs should be a staple in a portfolio, 
selecting an appropriate one to express your views can 
be daunting. For example, there are more than 80 small 
cap ETFs.3 Picking the lowest cost ETF, which a lot of 
investors do, may lead to selecting one that tracks the 
Russell 2000 index (which is a basket of 2000 small 
company stocks). A drawback with this ETF is that it  
pays no regard to whether or not a company has  

positive earnings. In fact, nearly 30% of the companies 
in this strategy have negative earnings.4 In the long run, 
earnings matter for stocks and selecting an ETF that 
actively omits companies that have negative earnings 
can pay dividends. Whether investing passively via an 
ETF or actively in mutual funds, investors still need 
to do the proper amount of due diligence to ensure 
they understand what is going into their portfolio. 
Remember, passive management is still an active 
strategy. 

Lastly, having access to a broad array of ETFs is necessary 
to the portfolio management process above. If we were 
to be limited to a select few ETF providers or subjected 
to proprietary products, our selection process could be 
at best biased or at worst compromised. At Fragasso 
Financial Advisors, we have always prescribed to the 
notion of “Open Architecture” portfolio management; 
whereby access is unlimited, and the selection process 
resides with the professionals in our firm. In addition 
to selecting the most appropriate securities for client 
portfolios, it is imperative that transaction fees are 
mitigated. With TD Ameritrade’s recent elimination of 
transaction costs for all stocks and ETFs we are able to 
further enhance our client’s experience with Fragasso 
Financial Advisors. 

ETFs continue to grow in adoption and usage  
within the investment industry. With that growth  
comes complexity within these products. As such, the 
decision-making process must consider the numerous 
factors that come with this growing complexity 
including investment screening, access, and cost to  
aid you in reaching your financial goals. f

As Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) have become a dominant investment strategy, it’s important to understand 
what they are and how investors should properly utilize these vehicles. An ETF is a basket of investments 
(stocks) that track an index, like the S&P 500, and are a low-cost and efficient way of gaining access to the 
broad market. All told, investors have put more than $4 trillion into ETFs as of July 20191 and that amount will 
likely only get bigger. Now with nearly 2500 ETFs to choose from2, it can be daunting to pick one, let alone 
multiple ETFs, to help round out a portfolio. 

1 https://www.investopedia.com/etf-assets-cross-usd4-trillion-milestone-4692488
2 Morningstar Direct
3 Morningstar Direct
4 Thomson Reuters Datastream

by D A N I E L  J.  D I N G U S,  C F P ®,  A I F ®,  M B A 
 A N D  M I C H A E L  G O D W I N,  C F A
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The Value of 
COMPOUND 
INTEREST 

by D A N I E L  TAT O M I R ,  A I F ®

We can’t answer all those questions here, and it’s 
important to understand that the answers are unique 
to each investor. However, I do want to talk about one 
of the most powerful tools we can use to build our 
retirement income – compound interest.

Albert Einstein called compound interest the eighth 
wonder of the world. Coming from someone like 
Einstein that must mean something, so how can it help 
us build retirement savings?

Let’s start by talking about the difference between 
saving and investing because they are not the same 
thing, but we must do both in order to give ourselves the 
best chance to meet our long-term income goals.

Saving is simply setting money aside in safe place. It 
is a passive act. Under your mattress or buried in the 
yard are two examples, but a bank checking or savings 
account is a better option. You’re not spending your 
money; you’re setting it aside for a later date when its 
needed.

Investing is putting your money to work for you with 
the intention of using your money to earn more money. 
It is an intentional act. Investing is buying something, 
like shares of company stock or a investment in your 
401(k) plan, with the idea that it will increase in value. 
Investing requires at least some level of risk. It also 
requires a level of discipline and patience to be done 
properly over time.

Everyone has their own ideas and plans 
of what they want to do in retirement,  

and we all want to get there someday. The 
biggest question many ask is, "How do I  
build the assets necessary to fund my 
retirement dreams?" The answer to that 
question can lead to more:

x How much should I save?
x How should I invest my savings?
x What type of accounts should I use?

 The list can go on and on…
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To take advantage of the power of compound interest, 
we must both save and invest. Save to have money to 
invest and then invest to earn the interest that can 
compound, or grow, over time.

So, what exactly is compound interest, and how does it 
work? It’s simply the idea that our money makes money 
over time. If I invest in something that goes up in value, 
I’ve earned new money, or interest. My interest gets 
reinvested, and over time, my interest starts to earn 
interest of its own. Interest on top of interest.

Think of rolling a snowball through the snow. It grows 
on itself. The farther you roll it, the bigger it gets. 
Compound interest works in a similar way. The more 
time we let our money grow and reinvest, the more it 
can grow.

As an example: If I invest $2,400 today and it earns 8% 
in 20 years it will have grown to over $11,000 ($11,189). 
If I let it grow for forty years, my $2,400 grows to over 

$52,000 ($52,150). My smaller initial contribution has 
grown into a rather large snowball.

Now think about your 401(k) and making contributions 
to it each month. These contributions are snowballs 
that can potentially grow and compound over time. Stay 
with that same 8% return, if I contribute $200 a month 
to my 401(k), in twenty years my account is worth over 
$113,000 ($113,824). If I contribute and my 401k grows 
for forty years, my balance is over $644,000 ($644,352). 
By simply saving $200 a month for forty years would 
result in $96,000, but by investing along with the power 
of compound interest, my $96,000 could grow into 
$644,000.

You can see why Albert Einstein thought so highly 
of compound interest. The lesson is that compound 
interest is a powerful tool, and time is one of our most 
valuable assets. We want to take advantage of the time 
that each of us has and put compound interest to work 
in our retirement accounts. f
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PROFILES
client

  K E I T H  A N D  M I C H E L E  M C I N T I R E  

by L I L I A N N  M O S E R ,  A I F ®

Keith and Michele McIntire have been loyal Fragasso 
clients for over eighteen years. Keith is Scottish, French, 
German and Slovak and grew up in the areas of Centre 
Hall and Greensburg, PA. Michele is Polish and Italian,  
and she grew up in Ridgway, PA. 

Michele graduated from Indiana University of 
Pennsylvania (IUP) and Keith obtained his degree from 
the Art Institute of Pittsburgh. They met early in their 
careers while working together at Stuart Interiors. They 
are celebrating their thirty-fourth wedding anniversary 
in November. Michele works in operations for UPMC 
Enterprises in Bakery Square. Keith works for The 
University of Pittsburgh in the department of genetics  
at Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh. 

Keith and Michele have one son, Nathan, who is 25 and 
lives in Livonia, Michigan. Nathan graduated from the 
University of Pittsburgh with a degree in mechanical 
engineering. He works for Troy Design & Manufacturing, 
a subsidiary of Ford Motor Co. Nathan has always 
had a passion for cars and his career at Troy Design 
& Manufacturing dovetails nicely with his passion. 
Although they would’ve welcomed more children, 
Michele and Keith feel that God made sure they hit  
the jackpot with Nathan! 

But children still made a huge impact in their lives in a 
very special way. Keith was born with Tetralogy of Fallot 
(4 heart defects) and was one of the first to have heart 
surgery at Children’s Hospital in 1960. He then went on 
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to have two more successful surgeries. After his personal triumphs 
and experiences, Keith wanted to help other children with similar 
conditions. He became involved in a summer camp for kids with heart 
disease. Keith has built his entire career around this disease. His 
efforts at summer camp eventually led him down a path to become 
the Director of The Dr. Bill Neches Heart Camp for Kids, which is 
associated with Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh & UPMC. 

The Dr. Bill Neches Heart Camp for Kids is a weeklong summer 
camp at Camp Kon-O-Kwee in Fombell, PA that allows children 
with congenital or acquired heart disease to attend the camp and 
participate in all the activities that kids without heart conditions are 
able to do. Heart patients of Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh between 
8 and 14 years old are encouraged to attend, regardless of their ability 
to pay so, funding is super important.  

At age 12, Michele and Keith’s son, Nathan, started helping at the 
camp with Keith. Nathan now takes a week of his personal vacation 
time to help out. Michele and Keith believe kids learn volunteerism 
through example, and Keith has been a great role model at Heart 
Camp - for the campers, staff and for Nathan. 

When the family isn’t planning camp-related activities, they love to 
vacation at Corolla in the Outer Banks. Michele is determined to add 
more travel to their future. In addition to proudly supporting Keith 
and Nathan’s accomplishments, Michele enjoys gardening, baking 
and reading. 

When we asked the McIntire Family “Why Fragasso?” they answered 
by stating, “We were recommended to Fragasso many years ago by 
a friend when Michele was changing jobs. We’ve stayed because of 
the integrity of the company, as well as the planning offered and the 
financial advisors who make up the team there. It’s encouraging to 
read The Advisor magazine and see young professionals (especially 
women) who are promoted within the firm. It’s heartwarming to see 
so much of the company’s commitment to the community and various 
philanthropic endeavors. Bob seems to lead by example.”

Fragasso Financial Advisors is happy to share this story of a family 
dedicated to helping others, and we thank them for their loyalty and 
trust in the firm. f
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N O N P R O F I T  S P O T L I G H T

Animal Advocates started then as a grassroots 
organization of concerned citizens who volunteered 
their time and personal funds to try to save some 
of these animals. It continues today in the same 
fashion, housed in a picturesque, smaller building 
in Pittsburgh’s West End neighborhood. It is a 
companion animal welfare organization managed 
exclusively by volunteers and guided by a hands-
on board of directors as its literature describes. 
That location serves as a temporary home for 
rescued cats and a thrift shop that supports the 
maintenance and operation of the shelter building. 
All the dogs and most of the cats are cared for in the 
homes of volunteers until permanent family homes 
are located.

This is a heartfelt and wonderfully operated 
example of how passionate and caring individuals 
can come together with their own momentum to 
create such an organization and save the lives of 
companion animals. Many of these dogs and cats 
find their way to Animal Advocates because their 
owners became incapacitated or died. Other dogs 

by R O B E R T  F R A G A S S O,  C F P ®,  A I F ®

 
ANIMAL ADVOCATES

Animal Advocates Building
35 Wabash St.

PO Box 8480
Pittsburgh, PA 15220

It was in the 1980s when an estimated 
11 million otherwise good companion 
animals were being euthanized yearly 

in the United States. This was occurring 
because of an oversupply of dogs and cats 

due to an inadequate understanding of 
the importance of responsibly spaying 

and neutering. Also, the norm was to 
allow dogs and cats to freely roam. This 

condition was inhumane for the animals 
and unhealthy for humans. At that same 

time, shelters and rescue operations 
were stepping forward and accepting the 

challenge of lessening this misery. 

Animal Advocates thrift store
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by R O B E R T  F R A G A S S O,  C F P ®,  A I F ®

and cats are found as strays and their owners 
unidentified, and some others yet are saved 
before going to a kill animal control facility. 
Animal Advocates finds homes each year for  
over 150 such waifs and many more are in 
temporary foster homes awaiting adoption.  
They spay and neuter their foundlings and  
make sure all receive proper inoculations.  
Some have special medical or care needs, and 
those are addressed. No animal is : except for 
end stage terminal illness. 

An example is Baby, a five year old, three  
legged cat whose owner was admitted to a  
long term care arrangement, and Baby could not 
follow. There is an oversupply of cats and an older, physically impaired cat often doesn’t survive. Because Animal Advocates 
stepped in to care for her, Baby now has a permanent new home. Another example is Lily, a blind and deaf sweet older dog 
who received an eye operation with Animal Advocates’ funds and has recovered partial vision in one eye. She is very grateful 
for her current foster home.

There is no government money for this kind of work, and all income is derived from donations, bequests and profits from 
the thrift store. There are no paid employees, so every dollar goes into animal care and welfare and the operation of the 
shelter building. There are several ways that the public can help with this life saving mission:

• Provide a foster home for a dog or cat.

• Contribute funds to fuel this work.

• Make Animal Advocates the beneficiary of events that your professional,  
social or fraternal organization may hold.

• Provide your tradesman skills to help maintain the shelter building.

• Volunteer at the thrift store. It is fun and you’ll meet kindred spirits.

• If you are a veterinarian, donate some time for medical procedures in your 
practice. Vet bills are the largest expense item.

It was heartening to spend some time recently with board member volunteers, Patty Murphy, Becky Summer, Nancy 
Shawgo and Linda Marino. Their dedication and commitment reaffirms faith in the goodness of human nature. f

 
ANIMAL ADVOCATES

Baby Lily the blind dog

Animal Advocates board members

www.animaladvocates.net

412-928-9777 Adoptions
412-928-9837 Thrift Store
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H A P P E N I N G S
& accomplishments

 B L A C K  T I E S  A N D  T A I L S 
Animal Friends celebrated its annual two-night Black Tie & Tails gala on September 20 – 21, 2019. They welcomed celebrity 
guest, Jackson Galaxy, host and brains behind Animal Planet’s long-time running show, My Cat from Hell, animal advocate, 
cat behavior and wellness expert and the two-time New York Times best-selling author – the “Cat Daddy” himself.  Other 
special guests included Animal Friends staff, volunteers, police officers, firefighters and other rescue personnel who were a 
part of the Ross Township rescue 0f 117 dogs.  This group received a well-deserved standing ovation for their efforts. To date, 
over 400 applicants have expressed interest in adopting these dogs.

Photos from Black Ties & Tails: 1. Christi Robinette and Fibi 
2. Kathy Fertig, Christi Robinette, Lynn MacBeth and Bob 
Fragasso. 3. Bob Fragasso meeting Jackson Galaxy. 

 C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S
Financial advisor, financial planning analyst, Bryan Reft  
and Breann Reft were married on September 21, 2019  
in the Riviera Maya region just south of Cancun, Mexico.
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 F I L M I N G 
O U R  N E W 
C O M M E R C I A L S
A look behind the scenes  
 with Bob Fragasso, and 
marketing team members 
Marsha Posset and  
Jennae Backo at Studio II 
where we filmed our new  
television commercials.

Congratulations to Rachel Weaver, 
financial planning analyst at Fragasso’s 
downtown office, who passed her CFP®!

T.J. Drost was promoted to vice president, 
financial advisors and institutional assets. 
He will also be a new standing member 
of the Investment Committee1. T.J. offers 
considerable insight and knowledge from 
years of experience dealing with individual 
and institutional clients. He will be an 
invaluable member to the committee, and 
T.J. is excited to be able to share his firsthand 
investment perspective with his expanding 
client base. 

1The Fragasso Investment Committee is comprised of 
the portfolio management team and several financial 
advisors, meets quarterly to discuss market trends, 
current investment outlook, portfolio construction, 
implementation and issues on clients’ minds.

Promotions, Designations Promotions, Designations 
and Certifications  and Certifications  

 W E L C O M E 
K E L L I E  B A R K E R
 
As client account specialist at 
Fragasso’s downtown office, Kellie 
supports the daily operational and 
administrative duties for financial 
advisors. Kellie contributes to the 
overall effectiveness of the team by 
providing account maintenance, 
resolving client needs and working to 
deliver a reliable, consistent experience 
for both prospects and clients.  She is 
a true team player and excels in client 
service, as Kellie spent twenty years in 
the sales and advertising industry prior 
to joining the firm.

Kellie is a Pittsburgh native.  She 
obtained her journalism and 
communications degree from Point 
Park University.  She currently resides 
in the south hills with her husband, 
daughter, son and their rescue dog, 
Zoey.  Outside of the office, Kellie 
enjoys spending time at the beach, 
cooking and watching her children 
play sports.  She is an active volunteer 
for Tony’s Tigers which promotes 
Autism Awareness, and she supports 
her nephew’s charity “Empowering 
Eddie” which raises funds to empower 
children who need assistance paying 
for therapy, and medical supplies or 
equipment otherwise not covered by 
insurance.

 C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S
Financial advisor, financial planning analyst, Bryan Reft  
and Breann Reft were married on September 21, 2019  
in the Riviera Maya region just south of Cancun, Mexico.
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 W E  A R E  P R O U D  T O 
A N N O U N C E  T H A T  W E  H A V E 
B E E N  R A N K E D  A S  O N E  O F 
C I T Y W I R E ’ S  F U T U R E  5 0  R I A’ S !

Independence  |  Diversity & Inclusion  |  Sustainability

The Future 50 RIA firms are recognized by Citywire USA as visionaries of the future of the industry.

Since 1999, Citywire publishes its own news, analysis and unique fund manager performance information to help 
professional investors – from financial advisers, wealth managers to fund selectors - make the best decisions about 
where to place their clients’ money.

 C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S  T O  O U R 
E X E C U T I V E  V I C E  P R E S I D E N T,  
C H R I S T I  R O B I N E T T E ,  C F P ®  
O N  B E I N G  A C C E P T E D  T O  
L E A D E R S H I P  P I T T S B U R G H ’ S 
C U R R E N T  2 0 1 9 - 2 0 2 0  C O H O R T ! 

CHRISTINE ROBINETTE
LEADERSHIP PITTSBURGH, INC. CLASS XXXVI 

Christine will be taking part in LP’s flagship program, Leadership 
Pittsburgh. This is a ten-month program for established senior-level 
leaders. She will be joining a group of approximately sixty professionals 
who attend monthly sessions to obtain a deeper, behind-the-scenes 
understanding of the connected systems of the region. The class will 
meet with influential stakeholders and learn to view the community, 
its challenges and opportunities in a new and profound way.

Disclosure:Citywire RIA Future 50 recipients are measured in terms of their independence, how much they manage their own 
investment practice, what percentage of their income is fee based, how inclusive, diverse and sustainably-minded they are and how 
much they have grown as a business in recent years.

Rankings and/or recognition by unaffiliated rating services and/or publications should not be construed by a client or prospective 
client as a guarantee that he/she will experience a certain level of results from investment advisory services, nor should it be 
construed as a current or past endorsement of any of the firm’s clients. Rankings published by magazines, and others, generally base 
their selections exclusively on information prepared and/or submitted by the recognized adviser. Rankings are generally limited 
to participating advisers. Fragasso Financial Advisors never pays a fee to be considered for any ranking or recognition but may 
purchase plaques or reprints to publicize rankings.
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I T ’ S  T W I N S ! Introducing 

emma lois and annie colleen  

 O N E  O F  O U R  F A V O R I T E  D A Y S
Take your dog to work day is our favorite day here at Fragasso. Look at all these adorable pups. 

Left to right: Mitch 
Anderson and Dexter; 
Greg Pond and Mack ; 
Lindsay Basciotta and 

Molly, Connor Robinette 
and Violet, Jim Sinegal 

and Pippy; Bob 
Fragasso and Shane; 

Christine Erimias and 
Penny.

 C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S 
   to financial advisor, financial planning analyst Andrew Silver, his wife Cara and big brother Henry ...
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